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International

Ebola in Libera

Screenshot of ebolainliberia.com

During the peak of the Ebola crisis in West Africa in 2014, there was a request from the Ministry
of Information in Liberia to help analyze and visualize the data they were collecting. Working
with Tony Blair’s Commission on Africa, Professor Ken Harper at Syracuse University and 10
UNC students, I led the team to create a data dashboard used to brief the country’s top leaders
and to help the crisis team make important decisions.
The application provided an Application Programing Interface (API) that enabled the
visualization dashboard to be updated in real-time. It also allowed for developers across the
world to use the data for prediction modeling. The application was built in less than two weeks
and used from August through October 2014 when other systems from the CDC became
available.
bit.ly/sk-ebola-liberia
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Thailand: Media Engagement Workshop for the National
Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission of
Thailand

Thai broadcasters participate in a listening activity as part of the workshop

Partnering with the UNC Institute for Defense and Business, I designed, hosted and taught a
week-long workshop for the National Broadcasting and Telecommunication Commission of
Thailand to train local and national broadcasters how to use media to decrease the violence
that is part of the Islamic insurgency and separatist movement. The course taught community
engagement tactics and human-centered design techniques using broadcasting and social
media to solve difficult social issues in the dangerous southern-most states in Thailand.
Summer 2015 and 2017.

European Union Faculty Exchange Program: Madrid, Spain
At the invitation of the Complutense University of Madrid in Spain, I presented lectures and
worked directly with faculty on leveraging emerging technologies such as virtual reality and
augmented reality for narrative storytelling in their classrooms and in the media industry. The
experience was part of the European Union’s Faculty Exchange Program. Summer 2017.
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Communications University of China: Beijing

Students learn to compose documentary video-style interviews at CUC in Beijing, China

At the invitation of the largest and most respected communications school in China, I
developed a workshop where students learned to find, document and present stories using
photos, video and text and publish them online during Summer 2013.
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Nation

#USA3 North Korea Release

Screenshot of #usa3 Twitter page after the successful release of three Americans

At the request of the family of Tony Kim in 2018, an accounting professor captured and held for
over a year in North Korea, I worked to create a media and technology strategy with the
ultimate goal of getting him released and returned to the United States.
Working with the family and a strategic communications agency, we developed the #USA3
strategy to mobilize the American public and the Trump administration to engage in
negotiations. We built the freeusa3.com engagement platform to enable individuals to find and
contact key government officials and congressional representatives. After four months, the
campaign was successful in mobilizing the administration in bringing all three Americans
home.
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Pentagon Wargame, Office of the Joint Chiefs, United States
military

A view of one of the situation rooms prior to the start of the simulation

Through the Institute of Defense and Business, I serve the Office of the Joint Chiefs of the
United States military as a storytelling and data visualization technology consultant, assisting
the office as they conduct multi-branch, multi-agency preparedness simulations including
implementing and utilizing new media technologies during extreme emergency situations.
2016 - 2017.
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State

GEAR UP VR App for Students in Rural North Carolina

Screenshot of view from VR goggles using the GEAR UP App
Over three years time (multiple awards), GEAR UP has awarded me more than $300,000 in
sponsored research grants to create a virtual experience of North Carolina’s college campuses
(17) for rural North Carolinians. With Google Cardboard virtual reality goggles and the
application GEAR UP VR, rural high school students who cannot physically visit the UNC system
campuses are able to learn about and experience the campuses as if they were there. To date,
there are no other VR apps in existence that present content from 17 different locations. In
addition, this project is distributing 20,000 VR headsets to rural schools across North Carolina.
The project was produced in collaboration with Missy Julian-Fox’s First Look program where she
envisioned expanding the in-person program using technology. The First Look VR App launched
in May 2017 and the GEAR UP VR App launched in July 2018.
gearupapp.org
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Local Website, News App and Notification System for the
News Reporter, Whitesville, N.C.

Screenshot of nrcolumbus.com
As part of the Center for Innovation and Sustainability in Local Media, I helped develop a
revenue and technology strategy, along with other faculty members, for the small, familyowned newspaper. I then produced the C-Note tool and built a new responsive website and
mobile app to solve some of the identified problems. 2017 - 2018.
nrcolumbus.com
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University

onField inField Student-Athlete Proposal

In an effort to solve a student-athlete problem, I created onField inField, a program that seeks
to change the NCAA full-time student required number of hours from 12 to 6 during the season
and 9 during the off-season to enable students-athletes to be successful both on the field and
in their chosen field of study. Scholarship players would be given additional time and support to
complete their degree.
I worked directly with UNC Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham to design the program. The
idea received national attention including coverage in the Chronicle for Higher Education but it
was not accepted by the NCAA.
.
onfieldinfield.com
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